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ABSTRACT

This study explores how students produce their own mini videos using the target language to share experiences and communicate with native speakers. Multimodality is used as a theoretical approach. Class observations and in-depth interviews were used for data collection, which was analysed by theme. The research results indicate that students deem it the agency of their own learning rather than completing the assignments given by the tutor; they gain more from the discussions among their peers and native speakers than from giving the presentations in class only; watching and making comments on their own videos is visually and mentally stimulating, which triggers more thoughts and expressions. Students appreciate the cooperation among themselves, while they also find it challenging to manage their publicity. This research provides empirical evidence on how to encourage students’ initiative to improve language skills and enhance intercultural communication competence, which sheds light on reshaping language and intercultural communication education.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent requirement for language teaching in higher education is to develop students’ language-technology cultural competence to become competent contributors to their workplace cultures, and to prepare language learners for a digitally and culturally complex workplace environment (Dressen-Hammouda & Wigham, 2022). Therefore, language tutors are expected to align their teaching practices with digital affordances (Yu & Zadorozhnyy, 2021). What language learners increasingly expect is the use of technology-enabled learning activities for meaningful communication, rather than to access the learning materials from paper to digital materials online. Consequently, the focus of language teaching needs to move beyond grammar and vocabulary toward workplace-based and academic literacy practices integrating digital information, and visual and multimodal modes, focusing on “a combination of digital, multimodal, communicative and multilingual practices” (Ware, 2017: 267).

Within this context, the digital storytelling (DST) approach is employed and implemented on a multimodality platform in this study to optimize the benefits of the digital learning context and to expose students to the digital methods of language practice. This paper aims to explore whether such a relatively novel design encourages student engagement that can better prepare students for future workplace requirements, and thus contribute to an integrated framework that addresses DST, multimodality, and intercultural communication.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Internet Celebrities

With the spread of digital affordance, the mini videos by internet celebrities, also known as social media influencers, web celebrities, microcelebrities, etc., attracted students’ attention. In China alone, the number of internet celebrity short videos on social media reached more than 873 million by the end of 2020 (Tan, Han, & Zhong, 2022). One of the factors that contribute to their popularity is the humorous descriptions of certain aspects of their lives that echo the audience’s own lives (Delbaere et al., 2021).

Internet celebrities use digital technology and social media to circulate personal stories (Rojek, 2016). As their reputation and their interaction with the audience go up, internet celebrities gradually transform content production into semi-professional production, which in turn provides the impetus for follow-up development. Their specific ability is to make good use of words to attract attention on the internet within the vast ecology of internet users (Xu & Zhang, 2020). The social media influencer value model by Lou and Yuan (2019) suggests that various input components in persuasive communication, such as messenger features (e.g., popularity) and message characteristics (e.g., advertising message value), determine effectiveness. Internet celebrities’ videos offer a combination of input modes including auditory (i.e., spoken input) and visual input, and visual input consists of dynamic imagery and can also include written on-screen text. What is in common for internet celebrities is the good use of language – humorous, precise and engaging. Their videos uploaded to popular digital platforms such as YouTube enable them to encounter audiences from a variety of lingua-cultural backgrounds and interact with them through multimodal and multilingual repertoires. During the interaction, there are ample opportunities where people from different cultural backgrounds can make spontaneous communication (Ho, 2022). Internet celebrities’ influence has been used for marketing (Tan, Han, & Zhong, 2022), industry (Lu, Xie, Zhang, & Li, 2022), linguistic style (Lee, Liu, and Tseng, 2021), etc., but no studies have been conducted for language skills and intercultural communication, and this gap warrants investigation.

Digital Storytelling (DST)

Digital storytelling (DST) is termed as telling stories by using digital media (Lim et al., 2021). Unlike reading stories with printed books, DST allows people to record, express, and consume stories on digital platforms, which can help make learning more interactive and fun for learners (Lim et al., 2021). It can be a creative approach in educational settings where students present their ideas from a perspective using photos, pictures, videos, and music to enhance active learning, creativity, empowerment, and critical thinking skills to amplify language learning and teaching (Abdel-Aziz, et. al, 2022).

Regarding language learning, Lim et al., (2021) reviewed 58 journal papers in the Scopus database for the four language skills. In terms of listening skills, Tarinkulu’s (2021) research found DST was useful in improving learners’ listening skills, while Andayani’s (2019) did not find it helpful, and thus different results were generated. For speaking skills, Yang et al. (2020) provided quantitative data from proficiency tests and presentations to determine the progress but did not provide the effect size of the experiment. In addition, Oakley et al. (2018) and Batsila and Tsiouridis (2016) agreed that DST enhances reading skills by providing evidence from reading tests. In the writing aspect, Chiang (2020) reported improvements in writing skills through a written test; meanwhile, Azis and Hu (2020) interviewed participants and analyzed their reflections after the experiment before concluding that DST does improve language writing skills. DST has been found to accelerate students’ vocabulary development as well, as it connects students by enabling them to learn and share different topics and ideas. Despite the flourishing of DST being a valuable tool to improve language skills in the four aspects, the applications of DST for intercultural communication are still limited. This study is intended to fill in this gap.
Multimodality in Language Learning

According to Kress and van Leeuwen (2001), multimodality is a framework for making meanings at the intersection of modes (e.g., writing, speech, image, design, etc.) and media (e.g., paper, screen, palette, etc.). It is a multimodal approach to orchestrating semiotic resources for communication (Canale & Fasciolo, 2022, Gyogi & Lee, 2022). Several semiotic modes are combined and reinforce each other to express the same meaning in different ways, fulfilling complementary roles (e.g., when pictures complement a story), or being hierarchically ordered (e.g., music in the background).

With textbooks, readers construct meaning in a linear and sequential manner; with videos, readers get information from sounds, images, movements, etc., with multimodality, readers absorb the content from what they read, watch, and listen with linguistic, audio, gestural, and special modalities (Cope & Kalantzis, 2016). The language system deals directly with linguistic input and output (in the form of speech or writing) while at the same time serving a symbolic function with respect to nonverbal behaviours.

In language learning, numerous research has been conducted. By comparing the impact of text and image-based material, video-based material, and animated interactive material on learning performance and the emotional states of verbalizers (learners who think more in words) and visualizers (learners who think more in pictures), Chen and Sun (2012) found that video-based materials were more suitable for verbalizers while dynamic materials containing video and animation were more appropriate for visualizers. In addition, multimedia materials were also found to be better at enhancing learners’ retention of concepts than static pictures or texts (Lin & Atkinson, 2011). Language learning can benefit from multimodality in that language learners can rely on a multimodal array of resources to construct meaning. In a similar vein, by measuring students’ reading comprehension of a documentary with a test that consisted of questions based on the audio, the images, and audio + images, Durbahn et al. (2020) found that comprehension increases as learners’ lexical coverage increases, suggesting that imagery can be used to enhance comprehension and that lower levels of lexical coverage are needed in audio-visual input in which there is an important audio-imagery correlation.

Using Walma van der Molen’s (2010) four-category coding system, Cross (2011) analyzed the audio-visual correspondence in news video texts and found that visuals were coded as talking head (i.e., no imagery beyond the person talking), direct (i.e., audio and visuals provide the same meaning), indirect (i.e., audio and visuals are not directly related), and divergent (i.e., audio and visuals are not related or there is a mismatch). The results indicated that talking heads were the main type, followed by indirect or divergent visuals. Images that were directly supportive of the audio were rare in the videos analyzed. The images in documentaries were also found to co-occur (i.e., within a time frame of 5 seconds before or after) with the aural word form in 72% of the selected target words, which may promote information processing and learning. These findings suggest that supportive imagery can lower the vocabulary demands of audio-visual input and that may help learners in their meaning-making process, which makes the audio-image link an important criterium to consider when selecting audio-visual materials for L2 learning (Perez, 2022).

With a systematic review of 70 studies, Smith et. al. (2021) points out that with expanded opportunities to share ideas through multiple modes, students bridge transnational identities, (re) present themselves, and communicate in empowering ways. The integration of digital multimodal projects can reshape classrooms by challenging language ideologies and expanding temporal and spatial boundaries as students compose for multiple audiences. Regarding digital multimodal composing (DMC), Jiang and Ren (2021) exposed different ideologies between language tutors (focusing on the linguistic form) and students (focusing on digital skills and the natural use of the language. They developed a framework to analyze how contrasting ideologies affect students’ learning at micro and macro levels and suggested that “it would be more productive if teachers could reorganize language teaching around multimodality, leading students to be not only critical consumers of digital resources for their language learning but also producers and collaborators” (Jiang & Ren, 2021, p. 15). Also on DMC, Wang and Li’s (2022) case study analysed the exploration of multiliteracies and multimodal approaches and showed that a successful DMC project requires more than multimodal texts and digital
tools, it requires language tutors to adopt a trans-sanitizing approach to see text more entangled with other semiotics in meaning-making. By making the text an open system, learners can apply their own imaginations and creativity to the language.

To summarize multimodality used for language learning, students find it most interesting and engaging (Martinez, Gimenes, & Lambert, 2022). The video production tasks increased students’ motivation to learn the subject, enhanced their understanding of the content, and facilitated the construction of professional identity (Koc, 2011; Orús et al., 2016). The students in Azer, Alkhawajah, & Alshamlan’s (2022) study reflected that the videos changed their daily learning routines in a positive way, providing a useful resource to share experiences. Thus, YouTube videos are more interactive than books and of great help for language practice.

While the literature has shown how multimodality has improved language skills in most cases, different voices are also heard: using on-screen text with video might lead to extraneous processing in the visual channel that needs to process both the captions and the imagery, which could lead to a split-attention effect in the visual/pictorial channel because redundancy operates differently in language learning contexts. Mayer et al. (2020) therefore propose that redundant information in the form of on-screen text may be helpful for comprehension in language learning contexts where language learners might have word identification problems. There has been an increased interest in multimodality in language pedagogy, as multimodality platforms have helped improve language skills in most cases.

Despite the work conducted on language practice in multimodality platforms, there is a need to explore in greater depth how students’ own videos achieve cultural positioning by strategically orchestrating multilingual and multimodal repertoires which go beyond language only and one modality. It is worthwhile exploring whether students can use the multimodality platform for DST to enhance their intercultural communication competence. To explore students’ experiences in constructing multimodal resources on course topics and the video project’s influences on students’ development of intercultural communication competence. Accordingly, two research questions are proposed to drive this research:

RQ1: What impact can the internet celebrity’s DST have on students’ language learning? RQ2: What effects can students’ own DST videos have on students’ intercultural communication?

**METHODOLOGY**

**Internet Celebrity Video Selection**

Popularity cues of internet celebrities can be defined by the number of followers on social media (Djafarova & Trofimenko, 2019), or the number of likes or dislikes that the internet celebrities generate (Filieri et al., 2021).

In assessing the videos to be included in the study, YouTube Video Assessment Criteria by Azer, Alkhawajah and Alshamlan (2022) was employed, as the three Vs of communication -verbal, vocal, and visual are the main characteristics in the instrument, which covers parameters comprising accuracy of content, clarity of the message, pedagogy for language teaching, and technical considerations. To fit in the context of this research, the more detailed criteria are: (1) the language used is appropriate for students to learn, (2) the content is interesting for students to digest, (3) the style is humorous for students to enjoy, and (4) the viewers are more than 100,000 to justify ‘celebrity’. Videos were excluded if they (1) were an advertisement, (2) news with strong political views, (3) language and culture were not the focus, and (4) videos in languages other than Chinese. Two researchers listed items and ranked them on a scale from 1 to 10. Based on the selection criteria, the following videos are selected, including the name of the internet celebrities, the number of viewers, the number of likes and dislikes, the URL, the duration of the video the number of comments posted by viewers, days on YouTube, and the characteristics of the video.
Participants

Thirty-four English-speaking undergraduate students (F=28; M=6) at a university in the UK participated in this study. All participants were Year 3 and Year 4 Chinese-majored degree students with ages ranging from 21 to 24, and their Chinese language levels were between HSK4 and HSK5. They were aware that internet celebrities’ YouTube videos would be used as part of the learning materials, and they would produce their own videos for presentation as part of language and intercultural communication practice. While students were watching the internet celebrities’ videos and the videos produced themselves, students were encouraged to make comments either in the classroom or online, as the classes were conducted in hybrid mode. Among the volunteers who would like to participate in the interviews for the research at the end of the semester, six students were selected (2 high-level, 2 intermediate-level, and 2 low-level students in terms of language proficiency). This is to allow different voices to be heard, as the perceptions from different levels of students would be comparatively more objective. For anonymity purposes, all the participants in the interview are labelled as S1-S6.

Data Collection and Data Analysis

Classes were recorded by the university as podcasts for those students who had to miss classes and permission was given by the university to use them for research purposes. These objective recordings were coupled with the language instructor’s class observation notes, which adds humanistic and subjective elements. Students’ comments on both internet celebrities’ YouTube videos and students’ own videos were collected and categorized into four themes, which were further explored via an in-depth focus-group interview at the end of the semester. The triangulated data derived a broader understanding of the phenomenon and eliminate the drawbacks of a relatively small data sample that might be achieved by combining several data collection methods. This research method provides detailed descriptions of the participants’ perceptions and thoughts, as well as researchers’ reflections on the study, which provides insight into the impact of the internet celebrity’s DST on students’ language learning, and the effects of students’ own DST videos on students’ intercultural communication.

THE STUDY

The study was conducted in a 12-week elective course in the second semester of the academic year 2021-2022. The teaching mode was hybrid, with some students on campus in the classroom, while some others online via zoom. Students were required to watch the selected internet celebrities’ videos before class and bring their questions or opinions to the class for discussion, with one episode per week for the first four weeks. From week 5, students started to present their own video in class with each video two minutes long, and explain the rationale for the video, why they chose this topic, the challenges they encountered, and the gains from completing it. Students both in class and online
can comment on what worked well and give suggestions on how it could be improved. After having revised the videos based on the students’ feedback, students would put the videos on YouTube for a wider audience. During the semester, all students were required to submit their video links to the blackboard (an official platform at the university) before class so that other students can prepare comments to be discussed in class. Students can choose their own topics connected with what was covered in class during the semester.

**Students’ Response to the Internet Celebrities’ DSTs from Class Observation**

Cailing Zhang’s DST was about her husband (who is Canadian) sending her white and yellow chrysanthemums for romance, but these flowers are mostly used in funerals in China. The mismatch between the connotation of the colors, and the discrepancy reinforced multimodally by the sound effect on the stage of a live show when she was telling the story aroused heated discussion in class. It was observed that students burst into laughter when they realized the misunderstanding of the connotations of colors and the sound effect stimulated students’ understanding of the discrepancy. As students are of different nationalities and come from different cultural backgrounds, they continued discussing the symbolic meanings in their own countries. Students also noticed that there was a contrast between the audience getting one surprise after another and the calmness of the speaker. The fact that the interlocutor wearing a mask of calmness makes it even more enjoyable for the audience to make sense of the perceived discrepancy between language and cultural discrepancy, thus adding a layer of uncertainty that reinforces her surprises. This reveals how the multimodal affordances of the medium of video make certain aspects of the interaction relevant, thus stimulating students’ intercultural awareness.

Xueqin Li revealed in her DST that she graduated from Beijing University, the second-best university in China. When asked by the audience if her family was rich, she answered ‘yes, my dad sells wind’. Students immediately connected the spontaneous answer with those who are admitted to world-class top universities such as Yale because of their strong family background or their parents’ sponsorship of the universities. Students admired the clever use of sarcasm, especially ‘wind’ indicating ‘wealth from wind-generated energy.

The above two internet celebrities are Chinese native speakers, but the next internet celebrity Jianguo SiTu is an Englishman who graduated from Oxford University and has been working in China for more than 10 years. Students looked astonished at his fluency in Chinese and started murmuring aloud “I wish my Chinese can be as good”. “Wow can be as good as that”. Students kept nodding their heads as Jianguo was introducing China from a westerner’s perspective. He seemed to have set a good example for students in both learning the Chinese language and developing intercultural communication competence.

Another English internet celebrity is Susie Dai, who compared Chinese and western thought patterns, philosophies, and their effects on people’s lives, and articulated that Chinese is a receiver-oriented language while English is a transmitter-oriented language, and thus it is considered the responsibility of the speaker to communicate ideas clearly and unambiguously. In the western cultural context, if there is confusion in understanding, it is the fault of the speaker; while Chinese culture is receiver oriented, and it is up to the listener to make sense of what is being said. This transmitter-receiver orientation is also reflected in writing. When Susie reads something not well relevant and not logically connected, she tends to say ‘It sounds vague or unclear’ but the Chinese writer would say it is so obvious that it is not worth spelling out. Susie thinks it needs to make meanings as clear as possible, even not to miss the steps in your thinking because you do not want to leave any room for misinterpretations. Western logic helps readers follow through step by step. In Chinese, the rules are less defined. It is not necessary that there is a topic in each paragraph, introducing the point of the paragraph, and in that paragraph, it is not necessary that all the points are relevant. The writing can be more poetic, especially in the introduction. One can talk about the big picture for longer. Western logic is more detailed and eastern writing is more concerned with the big picture. Students looked
very focused with heads leaning forward or nodding “eh, it makes sense”, “I see”, or “I should have thought of that”. Students seemed to have found the roots which explain the cultural differences at the surface level with facts or phenomena.

Students could echo their own knowledge and share their own experiences triggered by internet celebrities’ DST. Students focused on DST and connected DST with themselves. However, the objective observation is only one side of the story that needs to be rectified with qualitative data from the interviews where students’ own voices can be heard.

**Students’ Own DST**

Inspired by the internet celebrities’ DST, students started to make their own mini videos to share with their peers and with a wider audience. Table 2 is a sample of students’ work on YouTube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Students’ work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsYja0JtFPU" alt="Student Video 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rysmvfBS2H0" alt="Student Video 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first DST, the student accounted that there are 143,820 Chinese students in the UK in 2020-21 (Education, 2022). On their journey to study from China to the UK, from entry application to graduation, there are countless anecdotes to show that Chinese students use their Chinese thought patterns in the UK higher education (HE) context (as illustrated in Susie’s DST). At the end of each story, he summarizes the thought pattern differences and introduces the rules and regulations in the UK. Because it is in a storytelling form from a student’s perspective and because the stories are told on a digital form of YouTube which is accessible to a wide audience, it has been helpful for Chinese students (and for their parents or families) to better prepare themselves to accommodate in the UK HE context.

The second DST is about communication with pets. There are more than 190 million pets in China in 2020 (mainly cats and dogs) and the number is still growing (Statista, 2022). Most Chinese pet owners buy luxurious facilities for pets’ food and drink and beautiful clothes for pets to wear, but not so much for communication with the pets. In each episode of the DST, the student showed how to tell the pets to go to bed, to go out, etc., in Chinese, and she felt proud to be able to use Chinese to communicate with Chinese pet owners.

**An In-Depth Focused Group Interview**

A focused group interview with six participants was conducted at the end of the semester on the green grass of the campus. It was an informal venue where students could feel relaxed and free to reflect on the experience and express their thoughts. This instrument was chosen because, in a group rather than individually, the interviewees could trigger their ideas and complement each other to avoid being stuck on a certain point.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings are categorized with the following themes: 1) Presentation via DST with Multimodality; 2) Co-construct Knowledge and Experiences; 3) Interaction with the Audience for Intercultural Communication.

Presentation via DST with Multimodality

The most conspicuous advantage of presentation in this study seems to be the multimodality mode on the digital platform compared with PPT or oral report only. Below are the extracts from the interview. As students illustrated “It is so much fun to choose Chinese music as the background of my story. After I presented it in class, and my peers said that my sentences were too long and the music was too vibrating, I summarized my story more briefly with light music and put it on YouTube. The immediate response from the audience was positive and it makes me proud” (S1). “My family and friends enjoy my videos and forward my videos to their friends via Facebook and Instagram etc. They like my condensed words and the suing music which suits my story” (S2). “At first, I was not sure if I could do it well, but after doing the videos together with my mates for several episodes, it becomes quite simple and easy to make. I can add pictures and photos and edit myself”.

Multimodality promoted flexibility and diversity in presentation style, which is also revealed in Yu and Zadorozhnyy’s (2021) research which claimed that the application of digital technologies provides students with new ways of presenting their ideas and thoughts. The integration of in-class presentations and technological affordances enabled students to create a presentation by building on the strengths of the utilized digital affordances and to demonstrate their speaking skills in the best light. Multimodality is reckoned as a useful tool for both language skills and intercultural competence. It offers a combination of input modes including auditory and visual input and output. Apart from dynamic imagery input and output, on-screen texts can also play a part in comprehension.

Another advantage of DST on digital platforms compared with PPT or oral presentation in class is that students can revise and edit before completion. Because students are aware that their DST on YouTube can reach a larger audience, they put more effort into producing their videos. S5 commented, “I record several times for each DST and I can see my progress. At first, I had to stop after a few sentences to correct my mistakes in pronunciation and in word choices, etc. Later, I could say more sentences and paragraphs without stopping until I am happy with the tones, intonations, vocabulary, and sentence structures. It is a learning process, and I can see my progress by watching the videos again and again”. S6 pointed out that “the digital form of presentation allows us to re-record the presentation several times until we are satisfied with what we produced”. S4 supported this position by stating that although she is confident in front of the class, she still made a lot of effort by revising it again and again before she submitted it on YouTube because she wanted it to be perfect. This marked difference between the two presentation modalities that students worked more deliberately on their presentations, and, therefore, they had more opportunities to practice their language skills. Further comparative analysis between the DST and the drafted PPT presentations in class revealed that DST on digital platforms was more consistent and concise in its explanations, produced fewer grammatical mistakes, and sounded more confident.

It was also noted that the students, who pre-recorded their videos, demonstrated more skills in regulating their voice volume, intonation, and the rhythm of speech. One of the obvious gains in language improvement is that students can use web popular words such as 网友 网红 网民 粉丝 涨粉 which won applause from the Chinese students. Language is but one of the resources to make meaning of, considering different non-verbal signs that contribute to the construction of the meanings of the text. Students nowadays no longer just use one mode without understanding the effect of all modes of communication that are co-present in any text. Students use culturally available semiotic resources in each situation. Each resource offers different potentials for meaning making, and when making signs, a person brings together and connects available resources that are most appropriate to express the meanings they wish to create.
Rehearsals, revisions, and corrections are examples of learning procedures that students went through, and the usefulness of the process was noticed by students to a greater extent. Some students stressed the number of repetitions and rehearsals in which they were involved during the preparation and video production stages but felt worthwhile when they see their final production. In Amgott’s (2020) study, students’ reflections also showed how the video on digital platforms helped students to leverage multiple modes to express their linguistic, cultural, and emotional experiences. Students’ engagement in producing their own videos had a positive impact on their language improvement.

Also, students’ motivation in producing their videos seemed to be stronger than that in PPT or oral presentation only. As S1 commented, “Last semester, what I learned was from textbooks, which means formal Chinese, but after watching internet celebrities’ DST, and after making my own videos, I see language learning can be fun”. S2 echoed “Learning has never been so much fun. The internet celebrities’ jokes make me laugh, and afterward, when I think about it, I can tell that there is something behind the story that is worth digesting. Misunderstanding not only happens with colors, but also in other areas such as modesty and showing off”. “I think what I am doing is as good as the internet celebrities if not better because I have friends who can make a better effect with background pictures, suitable music, and use artifacts”. These comments reflect the digital affordance among the young generation, who can make good use of digital media for better effects which motivates them to do more and better.

Motivation as a multidimensional construct needs to be accounted for in every learning environment to ensure learner achievement (Toste et al., 2020). Motivation in learning has an essential role in the learning process. If the interest in learning is low, it can affect student learning success. Videos as a medium can increase student interest in learning Chinese. The integration of multimodality increases learning motivation and engagement on the part of learners.

Even though multimodality has improved students’ presentation skills in terms of a digital platform, revision, and motivation, different voices are also heard, e.g., “When I was focusing on my audience in the classroom, suddenly some bullet-screen comments appear, or a critical comment comes from the zoom. This can be embarrassing because some criticisms are sharp, and I cannot give an immediate response” (S6). This is because the teaching mode was hybrid this year. This reminds us that we need to train students to prepare for potential questions from different aspects because in the workplace after they graduate, they should have the skill to think from all aspects of their presentation to be able to deal with unprepared situations.

In educational settings, students using different modes grants unlimited opportunities to practice their 21st-century skills by managing multimodality resources (Hafner, 2014). Among possible options to integrate multiple modes as a foundation for developing students’ language skills, the conjunction of modalities can be fully emphasized, as multimodality has reached a ‘qualitatively new level, as reflected in students’ videos, e.g., contextual information, visuals (e.g., face expressions), intonation, and so forth are all used to extract and build meaning, which echoes Bateman’s (2022) call that multimodality should become an increasingly effective form of engagement with signifying practices.

Co-Construct Knowledge and Experiences

In this study, students performed strong teamwork in making their own videos for sharing new knowledge and experience in promoting perceived individual student and group engagement and how these interact with group functioning. It contributes to understanding by incorporating the concept of collective, or collaborative engagement. Students’ videos provide an avenue for language and intercultural learning, both through the content of the videos and through the co-construction of knowledge in the act of commenting.

Students’ own videos in this study illustrate that one of the attractive ways to facilitate idea communication is DST, through which students improve their critical thinking skills by contemplating how to optimize diverse materials (digital images, texts, and audio narration) for better audience engagement (Stork, 2020). Co-constructing knowledge when students are engaged in challenging
tasks requires greater involvement and cooperation, including creatively producing their videos in
digital format. In this study, each student contributing with a specific skill is credited with higher
engagement in interactive and mixed-reality learning tasks perceived by the students, suggesting
the importance of perseverance and engagement in accomplishing the video-making tasks. Such a
concrete experience was embodied by the students’ purposeful image selecting, storyline drafting, and
narration recording. During the DST presentation in class, students could comment on the preparation,
making, and presentation processes, specifically contemplating whether their presentation effectively
communicated the meaning of their stories to peer classmates. Peer students gave spontaneous and
constructive feedback such as some images could be replaced by real photos, story plots could be a
bit more suspending for curiosity, and pronunciation as well as intonation while narrating the story
needed to be more accurate. During the process of presenting their videos and explaining them to
the whole class, they could pause, rewind and refer to the point and make it clear and convincing for
the presenter and for other students as well.

Initially, some students expressed anxiety because they were scared and afraid of not being
skillful in technology or feel embarrassed if not good enough. But students were friendly and
constructive, as some suggested making the DST more impressive by ‘paying more attention to the
volume of sound and brightness in color, and together they discussed the wording and editing. After
the teamwork where students contribute different skills in producing the videos, they feel that their
friendship strengthened. “We benefit a lot from our teamwork, e.g., in my team, a friend is good at
photography. He can pick up the best angle for a picture and then we use it as background, and the
audience can get indications from the picture. One friend is good at wording. We brainstorm ideas
and he can finalize the most precise and suitable words. We bring in different kinds of skills to make
the product better than anyone else who does it alone”. Teamwork and effective communication are
21st-century skills that graduates must master and they will use them in the workplace after they
graduate. This learning experience consolidates Kolb’s (2015) notion that “knowledge is created
through the transformation of experience” (p 49).

Being part of a learning community provided students with a highly social, personalized
learning experience. When individuals share a community, they often go beyond their given course
space to interact through social media and with other communication tools to become colleagues
as they build their careers (Shearer et al, 2020). Social interaction, collaborative problem-solving,
and the construction of new knowledge are the fundamental activities of language learning. In this
community, students can bring their language and cultural perspectives, experience, and knowledge
to each other and form bonds around a shared learning community. Learner support plays a critical
role. Student retention, motivation, academic achievement, satisfaction, engagement, and success all
hinge on learners knowing that they are supported. Ideally learning communities include voices of
diverse learners with different expertise and different experiences. Learners with diverse levels of
competence learn from one another. Each learner has unique knowledge, needs, experiences, culture,
and expectations that, when shared, can broaden others’ perspectives and knowledge bases while
they themselves reciprocally benefit from others. A learning community of students can provide a
venue for students’ sociocultural learning by exposing them to a broad population of other learners.

The learning process was fun and interesting, as videos are an interesting tool to provide students
with opportunities to develop their language skills when producing them. The mini video experience
in adapting professional technologies for the purposes of language learning facilitates the generation
of several pedagogical implications for further studies.

“In today’s internet-connected environment, to be influential, I need to find a way to promote
knowledge, competence, and abilities in my chosen interest”. Students’ co-construct knowledge was
more beneficial than doing their own PPT mode which is in line with Lee and Drajati’s (2019) that
both affective variables and productive digital learning facilitate language learners’ willingness to
communicate. The language improvement in this study is in line with Engwall and Lopes (2020),
who have shown positive effects on language learning as learners are engaged in concrete experiences related to authentic language applications.

**Interaction with the Audience for Intercultural Communication**

Students put their own videos on YouTube enabling them to encounter audiences from a variety of lingua-cultural backgrounds, interacting with them using multimodal and multilingual repertoires. Students interacting with audiences across cultures and borders is a way to prepare them to compete in careers both in the international and global environment. Therefore, educating learners to become intercultural speakers who can face the complexities of language and culture and take part in multicultural situations is one of the ultimate goals of language learning programs. Moreover, intercultural communication influences making learners become intercultural speakers who have intercultural communicative competence.

Students feel motivated and engaged when they saw the live comments just a few minutes after they put their videos in YouTube, Students are more likely to be engaged when in an authentic learning context, especially if with a similar learning experience. Students moved around in their surrounding contexts and created meaningful sentences by recording their own videos with their mobile devices. “Before when we were doing presentations in class, we could see students’ facial expressions to get an idea of what they think, but now we are facing the real world, which means anyone can make comments and we must be prepared to answer”. Interacting with the audience facilitates frequent and meaningful idea exchanges, providing more authentic and engaging learning experiences, as intercultural communication deals with understanding others’ language and cultural backgrounds to create appropriate and effective communication.

The dynamics of learner engagement and language practices with the audience reinforced Benson’s (2015) suggestion that YouTube videos, a product of media globalization, act as a trigger for language and intercultural learning in comments’ (p. 89). Benson highlighted the importance of YouTube videos attracting multilingual language users globally and creating a space for them to comment on issues related to language and culture. Bhatia (2020) suggests that the comments on YouTube enable ‘the emergence of a creative, semiotic, and virtual space (p19). Videos on YouTube provide an avenue for language and intercultural learning, both through the content of the videos and through the co-construction of knowledge in the act of commenting.

YouTube videos afford the use of multimodal resources that goes beyond the use of language. In the process of making their own videos, students draw on a variety of linguistic and semiotic resources to perform multicultural activities, aligning with and distancing themselves from various cultural positions to perform different actions.

The findings in this study highlight the benefits and challenges in using internet celebrities’ DST as stimuli to encourage students to make their own DST on the digital platform for language practice and intercultural communication. As the results show, students explicitly commented on the enjoyment of learning in this mode, indicating that videos played a role in encouraging students to reflect on intercultural communication aspects. Students’ initiative of making videos is welcomed and can be applied to different contexts. Further, while previous studies report some teachers’ resistance to multimodal practices (Yi & Angay-Crowder, 2016), internet celebrity videos can be used for multimodality. Due to the visual and entertaining nature of comics, it is an appropriate classroom material source to use for exploring multimodal aspects from both the student and teacher perspectives.

To answer RQ1: What impact can the internet celebrity’s short videos have on students’ language learning? Students were fully inspired to the degree that they produced their own videos for language practice and intercultural communication. To answer RQ2: What effects can students’ own DST videos have on intercultural communication competence? The answer is that students interacted directly with the audience from different cultural backgrounds, including Chinese native speakers, for real intercultural communication.
CONCLUSION

Students making their own videos shows promise as an inherently social and interactive learning task to provide authentic language practice. In turn, these attributes provide a stimulating vehicle for student engagement that can promote learning and satisfaction.

This study contributes to an understanding of how students’ initiatives of making videos featured integrated language learning and intercultural communication, which is constructed not only discursively by the interaction among peers in the classroom but more importantly multimodally with the real audience on digital platforms. Drawing on multimodality and DST as methodological approaches, this paper firstly contributes to an interdisciplinary, integrated framework that addresses the multimodal and multicultural aspects of the digital world. Secondly, it contributes to the literature that students’ language production relies on multimodality systems: a verbal system based on language and a visual system based on images and sound effects. Third, this research also offers practical implications for language teaching practitioners and students looking for actionable insight on how to improve their language practice for intercultural communication. The insights gained from this study can benefit other similar programs and other language teaching contexts. Future studies could compare language use in informal and formal presentations. Future research could consider other digital platforms and social media such as TikTok and WeChat which provide a different range of affordances for individuals to practice language for intercultural communication.

Despite the benefits of making their own DST in multimodality, a few concerns need to be taken into consideration for future research. The first is that the students in this study are final-year degree students who are comparatively strong in terms of language skills, and skillful in digital technology, and other methods may be needed for the population of lower levels such as beginners or lower-intermediate level language learners. Future studies could include participants learning other languages to validate the findings of the current study. Furthermore, more platforms for DST could be included to strengthen learning experiences. By engaging students in their own initiated video production, students could eventually be empowered to be creative and committed in their future workplace.

Language educators are advised to build on the digital affordances available in specific contexts. The experience of this project might be also aligned with the constraints that educators experience around the world. The findings of this project do not suggest that video presentations might completely displace in-class presentations, although they portray how the implementation of advanced technological means might help in adapting and rethinking teaching practices and assignments in alignment with online mode realities and through using everyday devices.

This study suggests possibilities for introducing appropriate forms of action or intervention into teaching multimodal design projects to better prepare language learners to meet workplace multimodal literacy requirements.
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